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INTRODUCTION

THEREis a body of evidence that temporal factors are important in colour vision (NELSON,
1971). It has long been known that a stimulus which, when viewed steadily, appears to be
white can nevertheless produce sensations of colour when stimulation changes with time
(e.g. in the case of Benham’s top). Pieron has measured the rate at which chromatic saturation rises after switching on a manochromatic stimulus, and has found the rate of rise to be
different for red, green and blue stimuli (P&RON, 1932, 1952). IKEDAand BOYNTON(1962)
have shown that photopic spectral sensitivity, as measured by transient flash stimulation,
depends on the duration of the flash; in the frequency domain KELLY (1961, 1962) has
suggested that chromatic adaptation changes the shape of De Lange curves in ways which
can be explained by assigning different time constants to different coiour channels. DE
LANGE(1957) reported that the residual brightness flicker in a heterochromatic flicker situation can be eliminated by adjusting the relative phases of the two chromatic components of
the stimulus light; WALRAVEN
and LEEBEEK(1964) later interpreted this finding as a reflection of latency differences between PITT’S (1945) fundamental colour channels. VAN DER
HORST and MUIS (1969) have reported that the subjective hue of a stimuhrs of constant
wavelength shows marked changes as a function of stimulus flicker frequency. More
recently, GREEN(1969) has taken BRINDLEYet al.‘s (1965) finding that the blue cone mechanism has a lower flicker fusion frequency than the red or green mechanisms and has shown that
the modulation sensitivity of the blue mechanism is depressed over the entire frequency
range from I Hz to the fusion point. Furthermore Green has shown that in the frequency
range of 1 Hz to roughly 5 Hz. there is a difference in shape between, on the one hand the
De Lange curve for the green cone mechanism, and on the other hand that for the red and
blue cone mechanisms.
The present study differs from the investigations mentioned above in that it is not concerned with the perception of fz~~~~~ncechanges but with the temporal characteristics of the
perception of hue changes, and specifically with the dynamics of wavelength discrimination.
Our purpose in studying the temporal characteristics of the perception of wavelengthmodulated and luminance-modulated light is to obtain clues to the different ways in which
the human visual system handles information of wavelength changes and information of
luminance changes, and particularly to obtain some insight into the neural mechanism
which underlies the exquisite sensitivity of the visual system to differences of stimulus
wavelength.
This paper is divided into three sections. Section 1 deals mainly with the effects of the
surround field and modulation waveform on threshold vs. modulation frequency curves in
1 Supported
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the very low frequency region between O-05 Hz and roughly 1 Hz. Section 2 compares De
Lange curves with our anaIogous curves in which wavelength-modulation replaces Iuminante-modu~a~on; these comparisons are made over a range of mean iuminances in several
spectral locations. Section 3 compares the classical bipartite-field wavelength discrimination
curve with our dynamic wavelength discrimination curves measured at different frequencies.
METHODS
The wavelengthand luminance of a stimulus light were modulated in the manner described previously
(REGAN and TYLER,1971a).
A 2 deg bipartite field was required in the experiments of Section 3. This field was produced by means of
a frontahuninized mirror from whicha smallsemicirculararea of aluminium had been removed. The mirror
was arranged so that light from the wavelength modulator passed through the transparent semicircle; the
reflecting part of the mirror was illuminated by a second beam which had been made monochromatic by
passing through two interference filters,one of half-width 100 run and the other of half-width ux) MI. Ln
the experiments of Section 1 this same rough double monochromator was used to provide a steady equifuminant surround BeId. Threshold was measured by the method of adjustments. Ah points shown in the
3gures are the mean of two settings, onein an ascending sequence and one in a descending sequence. Ail
experiments reported and ait controh were carried out by a single subject (40 experiments in all). AI1 experiments and controls on which our conchtsions are based were confirmed on one further subject who was
judged to have normal colour vision on the basis both of her bipartite wavelength discrimination curves and
the Ishihara test.

SECTION
THRESHOLD
FREQUENCY

VERSUS
REGION:

FREQUENCY
THE EFFECT

1
CURVES XN THE VERY LOW
OF THE SURROUND
FIELD

Inwoduction
In a previous

paper, preliminary curves were presented of subjective sensitivity to
flicker vs. s~rnulus modulation frequency for both ~u~nance-modulated
light and wavelength-modulated light (REGAN and TYLER, 197la). The shapes of the curves were shown to
be different throughout the whole of the frequency region studied, that is for frequencies
between I.0 Hz and 40 Hz. In the present section we report the ways in which subjective
sensitivity to both Iuminance-modulation and wavelength-modulation vary with repetition
frequency, modulating waveform and surround field, in the frequency range from Cl*05to
20 Hz.
Results
Figure 1 (a, b; lower curves) shows that for a 2 deg stimulus field with no surround,
subjective sensitivity both to sinusoidal luminance-modulation and sinusoidal wavelengthm~ulation of the stimulus reached a maximum and then progressively fell as stimulus
frequency was reduced. There was a broad maximum in subjective sensitivity for wavelengthmodulated light centered on roughly 1 Hz (Fig. lb). The subjective sensitivity to luminancemodulated light fell progressively as frequency was reduced below roughly 5 HZ. In contrast
with the no-surround data, when a surround field of the same luminance and chromatic&y as
the test field was used the characteristic was approximately Bat below roughly 2 Hz for light
whose ~u~e~e~g~~was modulated sinusoidally (Fig. Id), and appro~t~y
Bat below
roughly 1 HZ for light whose Zuminafice was modulated sinusoidaliy (Fig. lc).
When squarewave modulation was used instead of sinusoidal modulation in the EOsurround condition quite different results were obtained in the low frequency region, both
for luminance-modulated
light and for wavelength-modulated
light. For squarewave
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modulation, the threshold vs. frequency curve was flat below 0.5 to 1 Hz for both types of
stimuli (Fig. la, b, upper curves). At these low frequencies it was as if the steady-state
conditions of higher frequencies were replaced by transient conditions in which the subject’s
threshold was not influenced by stimulus repetition frequency. Figure la also confirms
De Lange’s finding that for stimulus frequencies in excess of roughly 2 Hz, threshold seems
to be determined by the amplitude of the (sinusoidal) fundamental component of the squarewave modulation. This conclusion follows from the observation that at threshold the peakto-peak amplitude of the sinewave modulation was not significantly different from 1.27 times
larger than the peak-to-peak amplitude of the squarewave modulation.
De Lange’s curves were flat from a frequency of roughly 2 Hz to the lowest frequency
he used (1 Hz). He suggested that when a dark surround was used the curve would progressively fall as the stimulus frequency was reduced from roughly 1 Hz. His prediction was
based on the idea that as stimulus frequency fell below 1 Hz the state of adaptation of the
eye would no longer be constant but would be able to follow the sinusoidal modulation to
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FIG. 1. Thmshold vs. modulation Frequency curves in the very low frequency region. Two
degree field, 110 trolands, centrt waveien#h 527 nm. Each condition shows data obtained on
two separate occasions. Both coordinates on l~$@thmic scales. (A) Thresholds sine (0) and
squarewave (e) lm&anee mo&ktion with a dark surround. (81 Threshold sine (0) and
squarewave (e) wav&n@h rn~u~~n
with a dark surround. (C) Threshold sine (0) and
sqtmcwwe (a) 1W
rnod~&@n with an equiluminant chromaticity-matched, steady
10 deg surround. @I ?h%&akI sine (0) and squarewave (a) wavelen@h madufation
with
an equiiuminant, chromaticity-matched. steady 10 deg surround.
Ian increasing extent (the “slip-in” effect). This would have the ef%ct of introducing negative
feedback into the system which imzased ~ro~vely
as stimulus frequency was progressively as stimulus frequency was progressively reduced.
The curves shown in Fig. 1 show that De Lange’s prediction is indeed fulfilled in that the
dark-surround De Lange curves do fall progressively as stimulus frequency is reduced from
roughly 1 Hz. If De Lange’s suggestion is true that this progrcmive elevation of threshold as
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stimulus frequency is reduced is due to the way in which the state of adaptation of the eye
can more closely follow the sinusoidal modulation of the stimulus at low modulation
frequencies, then the use of sinusoidal modulation with no surround field might reveal any
differences between the temporal characteristics of adaptation of wavelength changes and to
luminance changes. Our results suggest that at low frequencies (below O-5 Hz or so) the
slopes of the characteristics for wavelength modulation and luminance modulation are
similar (Fig. la, b).

The present section reports the extension of threshold vs. frequency curves to frequencies
as low as 0.05 Hz for both luminance-modulation and wavelength-modulation. When there
is no surround field the threshold for sinusoidally modulated stimuli progressively rises as
frequency falls below roughly 1.0 Hz in accord with DE LANGE’S(1957) prediction. This
occurs for wavelength-modulated as well as ~u~nance-modulated
stimuli. Additionally,
at frequencies below roughly 1 Hz the no-surround De Lange curves for sinusoidal modulation differ from the shapes of the corresponding curves for no-surround squarewave
modulation. This difference could also be accounted for if it is assumed that there is a small
overshoot in the visual system when squarewave modulation is used. An overshoot of this
type would account for the slightly greater sensitivity to squarewave than to sinewave
modulation. An alternative explanation is that for squarewave modulation of wavelength at
frequencies near 1 Hz, some residual luminance modulation might also be expected from
phase shifts between different colour channels (DE LANGE, 1957).
SECTION
THRESHOLD
MODULATED

2

vs. STIMULUS
FREQUENCY
CURVES
FOR LUMINANCELIGHT
(DE LANGE
CURVES)
AND FOR WAVELENGTHMODULATED
LIGHT

Introduction

The method, developed by DE LANGE (1957), of using the modulation depth of stimulus
luminance as a parameter enables threshold conditions to be measured over a wide range of
stimulus modulation frequencies. If it can be assumed that the subject’s criterion For &cker
detection is not a function of frequency, then a plot of threshold modulation depth vs.
frequency can be regarded as a description of the way in which attenuation depends on
stimulus frequency for the part of the visual pathway which precedes the flicker detection
stage. Such De Lange curves related to the detection of subjective flicker due to modulation
of stimulus luminance. We have compared classical De Lange curves with our analogous
curves which relate to wavelength-modulation of the stimulus. One of our aims in comparing
the dynamic characteristics of detection for luminance-modulated light and wavelengthmodulated light was to find whether such measurements in the frequency domain might
provide both (a) fresh discriminations between the neural processing of luminance changes
and wavelength changes and (b) also give new clues to the nature and neuroanatomical
locus of this neural processing.
Results

One subject (C.W.T.) measured threshold curves for luminance-modulated light and
wavelength-modulated light for the whole range of centre wavelengths and retinal illumina-
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tions investigated. Measuremen?s were made at centre wavelengths 500, 527; 592 and 622
nm, each at two luminanccs of I.25 and 25 trolands. Each inurement
was made both with
increasing frequency and decreasing frequency and the results averaged. Two complete
curves were obtained on different occasions. One further subject was used to con&m the
main f&dings described below.
Figure 2 compares threshold vs. modulation frequency curves at two levels of retinal
illuminance for luminance-modulated and wavelength-modulated light. Note that the
relative positioning ofluzni~~anceand wavelength modulation amplitude scales is necessarily
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FIGS. 2d and 2c
FIG. 2. Threshold vs. modulation frequency curves for luminance and wavelength modulation,
at two levels of luminance (25 and 1-25 trolands) and four centre-wavelengths. Two degree
field with a dark surround. Luminance modulation (0) and wavelength modulation (0) are
plotted on arbitrary-related scales of threshold luminance modulation depth (m %) threshold
wavelength modulation amplitude (AA). Centre wavelength were 500 nm (2a), 527 nm (2”).
592 nm (24 and 622 run (2d). Each condition shows data obtained on two separate occasions.
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arbitrary. The curves of Fig. 2 refer to wavelengths centred on 550 nm (Fig, 2a), 527 nm
(Fig. Zb), 592 nm (Fig. 2c) and 622 run (Fig. 2d). A 2 deg field with no surround was used
and all stimuli were sinusoidaily modulated. Luminances were matched by Bicker photometry at 25 td.
Figures 2, a-d illustrates the finding that the shapes of the threshold vs. frequency
curves for luminance-modulation (De Lange curves) differ in shape from the threshold vs.
frequency curves for wavelength-modulation, and furthermore that the curves differ over the
full range of retinal ilIuminations investigated. The most general difference is that the huninance-modulation curves show either a broad peak or a flat region between roughly 3 Hz and
12 Hz, whereas in contrast the wavelength-modulation curves fall continuously as stimulus
frequency is progressively increased from 1 Hz.’
At constant retinal ilhnninance the shape of the De Lange (luminance-modulation) curves
show little dependance on stimulus wavelength in the low frequency region (Fig. 2). This
finding is more directIy tested in the control experiment illustrated in Fig. 3a. Here the
modulation depth of luminance at threshold is plotted vs. centre wavelength for a series of
modulation frequencies between 0.5 Hz and 10 Hz. At no frequency has stimulus wavelength
a significant systematic effect on threshold for luminance-modulation (Fig. 3a), contrary to
DE LANGE’S (1957) report (see above).
Our salient finding is that, in contrast to the luminance-modulation curves, the threshold
vs. frequency curves for rvatte~e~g#~-modulati show changes in shape which depend
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2 In difbent experimental situations, and using different methods, VAN NES et 01.(1%7), VAN DER HORST
and BOUMAN
(1969) and VAN DERHORST (1969) noted this difference between De Lange curves and threshold
differences of chromaticity.
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FIG. 3. Threshold moduIation amplitude as a function of wavelength of the stimulus field
(linear scales). (A) Sinusoidal luminance modulation threshold for five modufation frequencies
(0.5, 1, 2, 5 and 10 HZ). TWO degree field at 25 trolands with no surround. Each condition
shows data obtained on two separate occasions. @) Sinusoidal wavelength modulation
threshold for two modulation frequencies of 0.5 and 5 Hz on three separate occasions (upper
two graphs), and average squarewave modulation threshold at 0.5 Hz (third curve from top).
Lowest graph shows wavelength discrimination curve measured with a bipartite field on three
separate occasions. Note change of scale.

systematically
on centte wavelength (Fig. 2; lower curves. See also Fig. 3b). Since the
shapes of the luminance-modulation
curves are comparatively
unaffected by centre wavelength, the diferences between the luminance-modulation
and wavelength-modulation

curves are a function of centre wavelength (e .g. compare Fig. 2b and d). A further difference
between the lu~nance-modulation
curves and the wavelen~h-modulation
curves is that the
shapes of the luminance-modulation curves are more affected by the mean luminance.
In the frequency region from roughly 5 to 1 Hz the luminance-modulation
curves
generally fall as frequency is reduced, whereas the wavelength-modulation curve continues
to rise as frequency is reduced. The shapes of the two curves for still Iower frequencies below

1 Hz are shown in Fig. 1, a and b for a centre wavelength of 527 nm. For sinusoidally
modulated stimuli with no surround the luminance modulation curve falls progressively as
frequency is reduced from roughly 5 Hz right down to 0.05 Hz. In contrast the no-surround
curve for sinusoidal wavelength-modulation continues to rise as the stimulus frequency is
reduced to roughly 1 Hz and thereafter progressively falls right down to a frequency of 0.05
Hz. (Note: this difference in low-frequency behaviour cannot be observed when a surround
fieid is used, see above and Fig. 1.)
~isc~~io~

DE LANGE(1957), almost as an aside, demonstrated the feasibility of measuring subjective thresholds which were determined by modulation of stimulus chromaticity. His method,
however, was similar to that used recently by VANDERHORN’(1969), and suffers from limitations described previously (REGANand TYLER, 1971a). De Lange found a small peak in the
c~omatici~-modulation
curve which coincided in frequency with the major peak he had
discovered in the lu~nance-modulation
(DE LANGE)curve @E LANGE, 1957, p. 88). We
have been unable to find such a subpeak in wavelength-modulation curves for any of the
centre wavelengths or levels of retinal illuminance we have used. Furthermore, the rather
ill-defined change in slope which, for some centre wavelengths, can be observed in our
wavelength-modulation curves does not seem to maintain a constant relation with the
Iocation of the peak in the lu~nance-modulation
curve when either centre wavelen~h or
retinal itluminance is changed (e.g. Fig. 2a, b). We conclude, therefore, that our evidence
does not support De Lange’s suggestion that the wavelength-modulation curves are related
to the De Lange curves by a small additional number of simple stages of attenuation.
If a series of curves such as those shown in Fig. 2 were recorded throughout the spectrum,
and stacked in sequence next to each other, then the dynamic wavelength discrimination
curves of Fig. 3b could be obtained by slicing the stack in a direction perpendicular to the
plane of the individual graphs. For example, cutting the stack through the 5 Hz point would
give the 5 Hz dynamic wavelength discrimination curve of Fig. 3b. If a similar procedure
were carried out for a series of luminance-modulation curves such as those of Fig. 2, then
the curves shown in Fig. 3a would result. Figure2 shows that in the low frequency region the
threshold for the detection of lu~nance-modulation
is not significantly affected by stimulus
wavelength (in contrast with the threshold for wavelength m~ulation
as illustrated in
Fig. 2). The control experiment of Fig. 3a supports this result.
The wavelength-modulation curves of Figs. 2 and 3b represent two ways of presenting
the same data, and since the two figures are based on separate experiments the curves can
be used to validate each other. This cross-check has proved to be satisfactory. For example
in the 622 nm (25 td) curve of Fig. 2d, threshold remains and fairly constant from 1 Hz UPto
roughly 5 Hz, whereas in the 527 nm (25 troland) curve of Fig. 2b threshold rises rapidly as
stimulus frequency increases from 1 Hz, and by 5 Hz threshold has increased
considerably.
In view of the known marked dependence of colour perception on the temporal characteristics of visual stimuli, we were surprised by our findings that the effect of mean wavelength on the shapes of the curves of threshold sensitivity vs. stimuius frequency was either
inappreciable (for luminance modulation, Fig. 2) or no more than moderately striking (for
wavelength modulation Fig. 2). This led us to search for effects of spectral location on the
perception of transient pulses of wavelength change; such effects turned out to exist and to
be comparatively striking (REGAN and TYLER, 1971b).
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3
CURVES:
(BIPARTITE

COMPARISON
FIELD)
CURVES

OF

Introduction

Wavelength discrimination has classically been described in terms of bipartite field data
1947). Bipartite field curves are obtained by adjusting the wavelength difference
between the left and right halves of a stimulus field until a difference in hue can just be
perceived (in the absence of any perceptible difference in luminance). If any effects of eye
movements on wavelength discrimination can be neglected, then the bipartite field method
can be regarded as providing a wavelength discrimination curve valid for static conditions.
If on the other hand eye movements cannot be neglected (in fact they probably cannot be
neglected (see MCCREE,1957,195s; BEELER,FENDER,NOBELand EVANS,1964), it is difficult
to assess the relative importance of different frequency regions in the bipartite discrimination
task. In order to investigate this problem we have measured a version of the wavelength
discrimination curve under dynamic conditions and investigated the effect of the repetition
frequency of wavelength changes on subjective sensitivity to such changes. The aims of this
study were twofold: (a) to define the effects of frequency on wavelength discrimination, and
(b) to look for fresh clues to the neural mechanism underlying wavelength discrimination.
At no point do the methods used in the present article rely on CIE spectral mixture data,
so that our data could in principle be used to test hypotheses of relationship between such
bipartite field CIE data and dynamic, homogenous-field data. This contrasts with a recent
study on subjective sensitivity to chromaticity changes in which the method implicitly
assumed the validity of spectral mixture data in the dynamic situation (VAN DERHORST,
1969). One point of difference between the present experiments and the experiments which
form the basis of the CIE spectral mixture curves (WRIGHT, 1947) is that in the present study
a 2 deg field was used whose luminance (or wavelength) changed uniformly over the whole
field, whereas in the spectral mixture experiments the hue of two steadily-presented stimuli
were compared across a sharp central boundary. In the present experiments, therefore, the
subject’s task was to detect temporal changes (whose frequency or time course could be
varied). In contrast, when the bipartite field method was used, each point on the retina
necessarily received an unvarying stimulus (neglecting eye movements) and was therefore
in a constant state of adaptation.
In order to find whether the difference between the stimulus conditions described above
had an important effect on the observed thresholds, the wavelength discrimination curve
was determined by the bipartite field method, and the results compared with dynamic
wavelength discrimination curves which were measured by modulating the wavelength of a
homogeneous stimulus field.
(WRIGHT,

Results

In both the bipartite field measurements and the dynamic measurements, we reduced
luminance changes to such a level that subjective threshold was determined by wavelength
changes. This was achieved by the method described by WRIGHT (1947) for the bipartite
field experiments, and by the method described by REGANand TYLER(1971a) for the dynamic experiments. A control for the dynamic measurements is shown in Fig. 3a. In this
control, instead of the wavelength excursion, the luminance excursion which determined
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threshold was plotted for wavelengths throughout the spectrum. Figure 3a shows that in
our experiments the threshold for luminance-modulation was not significantly affected by
stimulus wavelength for any of the modulation frequencies tested.
Figure 3b (lowest curve) shows wavelength discrimination curves determined by the
bipartite field method. The field size was of 2 deg subtense, retinal illuminance was 25
trolands and there was no surround. The shape of the curve agrees with previous findings
(WRIGHT, 1947; WRIGHT and PITT, 1934; JUDD, 1932) in showing prominent maxima of
sensitivity near 490 nm and 580 nm. This result contrasts with the dynamic wavelength
discrimination curves for stimulus repetition frequencies of O-5 Hz and 5 Hz (Fig. 3b, upper
graphs). These dynamic curves were constructed by plotting wavelength excursions (at
threshold) vs. centre wavelengths for a series of stimulus modulation frequencies. The
dynamic curves for all the repetition frequencies investigated differed in shape from the
bipartite field curve. The most striking differences occurred in the blue-green. In this region
the bipartite field curve showed a maximum subjective sensitivity centered on roughly
480 nm, whereas for the 5 Hz dynamic curve the corresponding point of maximum sensitivity
was shifted to roughly 500 run, and for the 0.5 Hz curve the corresponding point of maximum
sensitivity was displaced to below 480 nm (measurements could not be carried out below
480 nm due to increasing non-linearity in the cancelling of luminance changes). The 5 Hz
and 0.5 Hz dynamic curves differed most markedly in the 500-520 nm region, where a point
of maximum sensitivity for the 5 Hz curve almost coincided with a point of minimum sensitivity for the O-5 Hz curve. The point of minimum sensitivity located near 510 nm for both
the bipartite field curve and the 0.5 Hz dynamic curve was displaced to near 540 nm for the
5 Hz dynamic curve. 3The effect was progressive through 1 Hz and 2 Hz.
A dynamic curve was also measured using 0.5 Hz squarewave modulation of wavelength
(Fig. 3b, centre graph). At this frequency the rate of stimulus repetition can be assumed to
exert a negligible effect on threshold (Fig. 1b). The shape of this curve was also found
to be appreciably different from the shape of the bipartite field curve in the blue-green
region, although the locations of the points of maximum sensitivity seemed to be the same.
It was clear that for no wavelength did any of the dynamic curves show an absolute
threshold lower than that for the bipartite field curve and that the general effect of an
increase of frequency was to elevate the threshold (i.e. worsen wavelength discrimination).
Our finding that centre wavelength has no significant effect on the threshold for luminance-modulated light in the low frequency region conflicts with DE LANGE’S (1957) report.
This might be due to a difference in stimulus conditions. We used no surround while De
Lange used the same white surround for all his different stimulus chromaticities.
The shape of the classical wavelength-discrimination
curve obtained by the bipartite
field method differed from the shapes of the dynamic curves recorded at frequencies between
0.5 Hz and 5 Hz even for 0.5 Hz squarewave modulation which might be regarded as
providing the closest comparison between the bipartite and the dynamic stimulus situations
(Fig. 3b) (on the grounds that separating the comparison fields by such a temporal transient
has some formal analogy that the spatial transient which separates the comparison fields
in the bipartite field case). One possible reason for this difference between the dynamic
curves and the classical bipartite field data is that the dynamic measurements related to
3 We are grateful to Professor M. A. Bouman (personal communication)
for pointing out that this
finding must be considered in conjunction with evidence that, for bar-patterned stimuli, the position of the
blue-green sensitivity maximum depends on spatial frequency, and also with evidence that the position
depends on luminance.
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changes
of a spatially-homogenous
field, so that the retina was in a constantly
changing state of adaptation. In contrast the bipartite field data related to a retina kvhich was
in a relatively constant state of adaptation. A second possible reason for the difference
between dynamic and bipartite-field data is that the dynamic data refer to specific stimulus
repetition frequencies, whereas as a result of eye movements the bipartite field data may
reflect a mixture of dynamic characteristics.
Our salient finding here is that the shape of the dynamic wavelength discrimination
curve was frequency dependent. We observed three effects when we used sinewave modulation: (I) the psychophysical sensitivity to changes in stimulus wavelength was progressively
degraded as the stimulus repetition frequency was raised (shown also in Figs. 1 and 2), (2)
the location of the blue-green sensitivity maximum shifted from below 480 nm at 0.5 Hz to
near 500 nm at 5 Hz. This shift was so marked that near 500 nm a moxim~m in sensitivity
for 5 Hz stimulation almost coincided with a minimum in sensitivity for 0.5 Hz stimulation,
(3) although the location of the yellow sensitivity maximum did not shift significantly as
stimulus frequency was raised from 0.5 to 5 Hz, the dip in the curve broadened a little at the
long-wavelength and short-wavelength sides.
It seems unlikely that the dynamic wavelength discrimination data of Fig. 3b is
seriously contaminated by any effects of luminance changes since (a) in these experiments
we used a procedure designed to ensure that threshold was determined by wavelength
changes alone, and (b) in any case the control experiment of Fig. 3a showed that stimulus
wavelength had no appreciable effect on the threshold for luminance modulation for
any of the stimulus repetition frequencies used in the dynamic wavelength discrimination
experiments.
temporal

The shapes of the wavelength discrimination curves measured by the dynamic and the bipartite-field
methods are different for the situations which, it might be argued, are most closely analogous (0.5 Hz
squarewave modulation). However, the locations of the points of maximum sensitivity do not differ in the
two cases, so that although the sizes and shapes of the discrimination areas on the CIE chromaticity diagram
might differ in the two cases, the same ClE diagram would seem to be applicable to both sets of data, On
the other hand the locations of the blue-green point of maximum sensitivity depends on stimulus frequency.
This suggests that either or both of the following two statements hold: (1) the CLE spectral mixture data
would be frequency-dependent
if measured under dynamic conditions, t.2) the relation between ClE spectral
mixture data and the shape of the dynamic wavelength discrimination curve is frequency-dependent.
The
finding that the location of the blue-green m-urn
depends on frequency confirms our suggestion (REGAN
and TYLER, 19703) that VAN DERHoasr’s (1969) methods of investigating dynamic features of colour vision
suffers from a limitation. This is that Van der Horst uses the CIE chromaticity diagram in order to translate
his data into “chromaticity excursions”. Since the relation between dynamic wavelength discrimination and
the CiE data itself appears to depends on stimulus frequency, then Van der Horst’s “chromaticity excursions”
must be difficult to relate directly to the equivalent changes in cone excitation. This means that his data are
correspondingly difficult to relate directly to underlying physiological mechanisms. Furthermore, since ClE
trichromatic bipartite-field data are intimately involved in Van der Horst’s presentation of data, it would also
be difficult to use his data to test the applicability of the ClE data to the situation; for example in extrapolating theories of colour discrimination derived from CIE data (STILES, 1946, WALRA~ENand BOUMAN,
1966, etc.) to dynamic data such as that of Fig. 3b.4

The immediate objectives of this study were (a) to describe certain dynamic characteristics of the neural mechanisms which underlie the perception of wavelength changes and (b)
to distinguish between these dynamic characteristics and the dynamic characteristics of the
neural mechanisms which underlie the perception of luminance changes. If it were true that
the neural representation of wavelength information is largely in the form of temporal
structure, then the dynamic approach described here might prove to be of special value in
4 See note added in proof,
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Fro. 4. W&raven’smodef of the Iumiaancc and chron~tic hanncls in the visual system (from
WALRAVENand BOUMAN,f966). R, G, B-red, green, and blue co=;
L-br@tna~~ sign&
/S--weighting factor for blue signal in wavelength discrimination; R-G-site of ganeration
of red-green chromatic signal; Y-B-site of generation of yellow-blue chromatic signal.

colour studies. The rest of this paper is a tentative attempt to relate our dynamic wavelength
discrimination data to certain theories of colour vision.
Evidence for a separation between brightness and chromaticity channels has been reviewed
by WALRAVEN
(1962) who has proposed a model of the “zone” type (Fig. 4). fn this model,
both the chromatic and brightness mechanisms wouid share the stage AB (Fig. 4). On the
basis of Walraven’s model, one question which arises is to what extent the dynamic wavelength-modulation effects described in this paper are determined by the common section AB
and what part is determined by the section BC which is specific to wave~en~~~r~~ation.
Green has reported that the De Lange curves for luminance modulation differ for the three
cone mechanisms (see Introduction). For frequencies above roughly 10 Hz. Green found
that the modulation sensitivities of all three mechanisms fell off steeply and with simiiar
slopes, whereas below 10 Hz the curves were either fiat or rose with increasing frequency.
We confirmed Green’s general findings in a replication of Green’s experiment in which we
used a test-field luminance of 10 trolands, and an adapting field whose brightness was such
that at 10 per cent modulation depth the test-field flicker was at threshold. These stimuhxs
conditions were chosen so that the results of the dynamic wavelength lotion
experiments and the results of Green’s procedure would be comparable. From the standpoint of
the Walraven theory of colour vision OVALRAVEN, 1962; WALRAVENand BCXJMAN,
1966) Green’s finding would predict that the influence of the section AB of Walraven’s
model (Fig. 4) on wavelength discrimination would be that: (a) dynamic wavefength
discrimination wouId either be unaffected or improved as stimulus frequency was progressively raised from 1 to 10 Hz, and (b) for frequencies above 10 Hz discrimination would
rapidly fall-off as stimulus repetition frequency was increased and fall-off in such a way that
the wavelengths at which dynamic wavelength discrimination was most sensitive would not
depend on stimulus frequency. The experimental data of Fig. 2 show that the sensitivity of
dynamic wavelength discrimination does indeed fall off as stimulus fnqueney is progressively
increased, but that the falf-off starts from frequencies much Iower than 10 Hz, in conflict
with the above prediction; by 10 Hz dynamic wavelength discrimination is already so
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degraded that prediction (b) can hardly be tested. On the basis of Walraven’s model and
Green’s data therefore, the greater part of the elevation of threshold to wavelength
changes as stimulus frequency is increased (Figs. 2 and 3b) must be attributed to mechanisms specific to chromatic perception (BC in Fig. 4).
A marked feature of the dynamic wavelength discrimination curves (Fig. 3b) is the way
in which one region of maximum sensitivity to wavelength changes shifts from below 480
nm at 0.5 Hz to 500 nm at 5.0 Hz. This contrasts with the way in which the location of the
second region of maximum sensitivity remains in the vicinity of 580 nm as stimulus frequency
is raised from O-5to 5.0 Hz and shows no more than a slight broadening of the maximum at
both sides of the centre coupled with the general elevation of threshold common to all
regions of the spectrum. Again the question arises whether the behaviour of the two sensitivity maxima reflect properties of the section AB or of the Section BC of Walraven’s model.
Two possibilities are evident: (1) Walraven’s magnification factor (j3) (as in WALRAVEN
and
BOUMAN,1966) for the chromatic part of the blue signal varies with stimulus frequency or
(2) the differences between the shapes of the De Lange curves in the frequency region l-5 Hz
might indicate that the relative amplitudes of the red, green and blue signals entering the
chromatic section of the Walraven model depend on stimulus frequency. Green’s curves
indicate that the sensitivity of the green cone mechanism rises relative to both the blue and
red systems by a factor of 14-2.0 as stimulus frequency is raised from I.0 to 5.0 Hz. One
working prediction of how this might affect wavelength discrimination can be made by
assuming that the threshold wavelength change is (for example near 490 nm) inversely
proportional to

where SC, SB are the signals due to the green and blue cone mechanisms entering the
chromatic section of Walraven’s model. However, when trichromatic coordinate curves
were derived from WALD’S(1964) cone sensitivity curves it was found that the change of
sensitivity predicted by Green’s data could nor by any means explain the shift of the point of
maximum sensitivity for wavelength changes from below 480 nm to 500 nm shown in Fig.
3b. On the other hand this line of argument did predict that the 580 nm sensitivity maximum
should be shallower than the 490 nm maximum, that its location should not shift as stimulus
frequency was raised from 1-Oto 5.0 Hz, but that it should broaden slightly at both sides
of the centre at 5 Hz. All these three predictions are consistent with the data of Fig. 3b.
A second viewpoint is that of the Walraven theory of colour vision (WALRAVEN,1962;
WALRAVEXand BOUMAN,1966). On this view a 2: 1 change in modulation sensitivity of
the green cone mechanism relative to the blue cone mechanism would result in either no
shift of the blue-green maximum as frequency was raised from 1 to 5 Hz or a shift of
roughly 5 nm (depending on whether Green’s observation is attributed wholly to properties
of the section AB or wholly to properties of the section BD respectively of Walraven’s
model (Fig. 4). The observed shift of the maximum is roughly four times greater than this
prediction.
Green’s data, which relates to section AD of Walraven’s model, does not therefore on
its own account for the shift to longer wavelengths of the 480 nm sensitivity peak as stimulus
frequency is increased from 1.0 to 5.0 Hz. This suggests than an explanation should be sought
in the properties of the chromatic section BC of Walraven’s model. Walraven found it
V.R.
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necessary to postulate that blue chromatic signal is much more heavily weighted than the
bIue luminance signal, and introduced a multipkation factor fi into his model to ailow for
this (WALRAvEN and Bmr&fm, 1966). On the basis of Walraven’s theory of colour
vision and using Pitt’s fundamental curves the shift in the point of maximum sensitivity
shown in Fig. 3b can be explained if it is assumed that the weighting factor j3 (Fig. 4)
rises from roughly 16 at 0.5 Hz to roughly 400 at 5.0 Hz (calculation based on data of
WALRAVEN,1962 ; WALRAVENand BOUMAN,1966).
We should emphasize that this attempt to relate our data to Green’s data and to
Walraven’s modeling is speculative and is intended to do no more than indicate that
the characteristics of dynamic wavefength discrimination as described in this paper
may indeed prove to be of value in testing and sharpening hypotheses of colour vision.
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Note added in proof

Professor M. A. Bouman(personalcommunication)has pointed out sinceVAN DERI~ORST’S(1969) study
applies only to the yelfow part of the spectrum his chromaticity formulations are probably sufficiently close
to the spectrum locus to allow direct conversion into a wavelength-modulation formulation. In any case
Professor Bouman states, VAN DERHORST’S
(1969) formulation in terms of the CiE X and Y components are
closer to equivalent changes in cone excitation than a formulation in terms of wavelength modulation.
On the grounds of our finding that the spectral Iocation of the yelfow sensitivity maximum is relatively
unaffected by stimulus modulation frequency, Professor Bournan’s comment must carry weight for studies in
the yeflow region of the spectrum. It is our finding that the spectral location of the blue-green sensitivity
maximum depends markedly on stimulus modulation frequency that is the basis for our general comment on
the applicability of CIE data to studies of the steady-state dynamics of colour vision. On the face of it our
comments might be expected to apply less strongly to the yellow region of the spectrum than to the bluegreen region.
A second point is that we shoufd explicitly point out that our criticism of VAN DERHORST’S
(1969)use of a
CIE formuIation is restricted here to studies in which stimulus c~omaticity is modulated, and should not be
taken to extend to studies in which stimulus purity only is modulated.
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Abstract-These
experiments are analogous with classical studies of threshold luminance
perception, with wavelength changes replacing intensity changes. Throughout the spectrum the
shapes of the sensitivity-vs.-frequency
curves for the perception of wavelength modulation
are quite different from the shapes of the analogous (De Lange) curves for luminance modulation.
These curves are interpreted as descriptions of the different attenuation characteristics of the
neural mechanisms which underlie the perception of threshold changes of stimulus wavelength
and intensity respectively.
The classical bipartite-field method gives little information as to the dynamics of wa!elength discrimination. We report that the shape of the wavelength discrimination curve is a
function of stimulus repetition frequency. Although the yellow minimum is little affected, the
blue-green minimum shifts from 500 nm to below 480 nm when stimulus frequency is reduced
from 5 Hz to 0.5 Hz.
Tentative attempts are made to use the data as fresh tests of colour vision. Our data indicate
that dynamic wavelength discrimination curves cannot straight forwardly be related to C[E
data.

R&urn&-On realise des experiences analogues aux etudes classiques sur le seuil de perception
de luminance, mais oh les changements de longueur d’onde remplacent ceux d’intensitk. Dans
tout le spectre la forme des courbes de sensibiliti en fonction de la frequence pour la perception
de la modulation en longueur d’onde est tout-&-fait differente de la forme des courbss analogues (De Lange) pour la modulation de luminance. On interprete ces courbes par des caractiristiques diffkrentes d’attinuation dans les m&canismes nerveux sous-jacents B la perception
des changements respectifs de longueurs d’onde et d’intensitt du stimulus.
La mtthode classique du champ bipartite donne peu d’information sur la dynamique de la
discrimination en longueur d’onde. Nous trouvons que la forme de la courbe de discrimination
en longueur d’onde est fonction de la frequence de &petition du stimulus; tandis que le minimum dans le jaune varie peu, le minimum dans le bleu-vert se diplace de 500 nm B moins de
480 nm quand la frequence du stimulus est reduite de 5 Hz B 0,5 Hz.
On tente d’utiliser ces donnCes comme tests nouveaux de la vision des couleurs. IIsemble que
nos courbes de discrimination dynamique en longueur d’onde ne puissent pas &tre directement
lites aux don&es de la CIE.

Zusammenfassung-Die
Untersuchungen
wurden analog den klassischen Versuchen zur
Leuchtdichteunterschiedsschwelle
durchgefihrt.
Diese wurde dabei durch die ilX Schwelle
ersetzt. Die Empfindlichkeitskurven
sind iiber das ganze Spektrum vijllig verschieden von den
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entsprechenden

(De Lange) Kurven fi_ir die Leuchtdichtemodulation.
Diese Kurven werden
Mechanismen interpretiert, die der
Weilenliinge und Leuchtdichteschwelle zugrunde liegen.
Die klassische Halbfeldmethode gibt nur wenig Information fiber die Dynamik der WellenGngenunterscheidung.
Wir fanden, da0 die Form der Wellenl~ngenunterscheidungskurve
von
der Flimmerfrequenz
abhlngt. Das gelbe LMinimum wird dabei wenig beeSuB& dagegen
verschiebt sich das blau-grline Minimum von 500 nm bei 5 Hz auf unter 480 nm bei 0,5 Hz.
Es wird versucht, die Daten als neuen Test rUr das Farbensehen zu verwenden. Unsere
Daten weisen darauf tin, dal3 die dynamischen Wellenllngenunterscheidungskuxven
nicht
direkt mit den CIE Daten in Verbindung gebracht werden kiinnen.
als Beschreibung der Filtereigenschaften
der neuronalen

Pe3tome-3nr 3acnepmexrbr aiianoraYHM wIaccnseccI(HMAccnenoaamfnM nopora socnpIUMRMBOIIHbl.nO
ap~ocrxi, ~osrb~o H3MeHeleHkuI
mrreifcmumcr0 3aMenrnoxx u3MeHeBceMyCneRTpy(pOpMbI~ABbaLY~BATe~EOClgn~MB~a~OTbIB~~~T~MO~~~
-I
BOJM~I 3HamenbHo
OTIWIaKJTCII OT 4opm1 aHanorx4Hbtx Kplrsbxx (De Lange)
MOA~JUI~EE ap~ocra.
3111 xpmssre ECTOIII(OB~IBCWOTCIIKaK Hso6pa;ncRae xapakTepEcTEx
pa3JIH'iSbIx
ocna6nem
HepBHbIX MeXaHH3MOB AemUIliX B OCHOBe BOCrfpARTEX H3MeHeKE8
nOpOrOBBOJIHbIpa3ApiurceEiHlIHlfHTeHCEBHoCTHCOOfBeTcTBeHHO.
ABycropom
Knaccsviecrraff
M~TOA AaeT 0qeHb Man0 L~H@OPM~LIKE 0 mame
pa3nE¶HMOCTII AmMbl BOJIHbI.&'MaK)T, YTO KpABaX MCKpHMHHJipOBaHRR
4OpMbI BOW~IICBIIR~CIIB~~~~~A~~~~~RTO~OMY~CTOT~I~OBTO~H~;XOTI~,~~~MEI~M
noq~n YTO He 3aTparHBaeTcr,acKHe-3eneHbrltMki~Ii;MYMCArniraeTcR~~~~HMHEK~
48Oa_si,
KOrAa WcrOTy Bo36y;gfIem CHEQEOT c 5 ru Ha 0,5 ru.
npeABapETeJlbH0 IIbITWoTCR ECnOJIb30BaTb 3TH AaHHble Anri On~AeJIeHHn UBeTHOrO
3~lIBfl.HamkIA~Ieyua361BaloT,sTovpaeaRpa3mru~~ArmaMHKHarrmbrBOmrarHe
MO%T
6b1~b HenocpexcTaerfHo cBR3aHa c AIWH~IMH CIE.

